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ABSTRACT
Scenic beauty is an important contributing factor to peoples’
well-being. Modelling scenic beauty has been made possible at large scales with the availability of open-source remote sensing products. At the same time, the metadata available through social media, including tags and descriptions,
offer a novel modelling alternative with a personalised view
from the ground. This is especially relevant to policy applications. Using a crowdsourced landscape aesthetics dataset
called ScenicOrNot as ground truth, we develop and test models to predict scenic beauty based on remotely sensed indicators and image metadata from social media (Flickr). Initial results show that both model types generate strong predictions
of scenic beauty and model accuracy is maximised when the
two are combined. Our research shows that both a top-view
measurement using remote sensing and a social media-based
measurement from the ground can be used to model landscape
aesthetics in support of sustainable policy goals.
Index Terms— Landscape aesthetics, Social sensing, Social media, Big data, NLP
1. INTRODUCTION
In Europe, the beauty of a natural landscape, or scenic beauty,
is a key source of cultural value and an important contributing
factor to peoples’ mental health [1]. This value is most commonly generated during peoples’ outdoor recreation. Consequently, land use policy to manage the aesthetic quality of the
landscape can play an important role in realising the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in European countries. In
particular, SDG 3, which specifically considers mental health.
Open-source remote sensing products have allowed largescale measurement of sustainability indicators, including
those relevant to peoples’ quality of life [2, 3]. Quantitative
studies of scenic beauty are based on spatially-explicit environmental indicators, many derived from remote sensing
products [4]. In one national-level study, [5] modelled landscape aesthetics for the whole of Germany. Such indicator
models have the advantage of being ubiquitous and readily
obtained. However, these models are rigid and are fixed to

land cover and landscape structure rather than the views of
individuals. A lack of model validation with in situ data is
another key challenge [4].
At the same time, the huge volumes of geo-referenced
data being posted to social media sites such as Flickr have
enabled new “social sensing” approaches for measuring
sustainability-related indicators [6]. Such data can provide
complementary information analogous to the purposes of remote sensing applications, but also richer in the sense that
individuals’ perspectives are taken into account. This is especially relevant in policy-focused contexts such as ecosystem
service assessments [7]. Due to the volume of Flickr data,
machine learning provides an appropriate method with which
to model indicators at large scales, including scenic beauty.
Recent research has explored the potential of social media data in measuring the aesthetic contributions of the landscape. Drawing upon a user-generated image database of
scenic beauty in Great Britain (GB), ScenicOrNot (SoN1 ),
[8, 9] mapped landscape scenicness in ground images using
deep learning. Subsequent work examined the factors that
trigger the perception of scenic landscapes, e.g. by identifying groups of attributes determining scenicness [10], and
connecting new attributes using ancillary text corpora [11].
Accurate predictions of scenicness have also been produced
by models based on Geograph image tags [12], a web-based
crowdsourcing project, and Flickr metadata, including occurrences of the word ”scenic” and similar words [13]. In contrast to image-based models, model predictions based on the
words users employ to describe their environments have the
potential of accurately modelling landscape aesthetics while
capturing the self-reported value of scenic beauty to users.
In our research, we explore this potential of Flickr image metadata in modelling individuals’ perception of scenic
beauty in comparison to (and in combination with) an environmental indicator approach. In doing so, we seek to advance landscape aesthetic modelling. We make the comparison in GB, using the SoN database as our ground-truth.

1 http://scenicornot.datasciencelab.co.uk/
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Fig. 1: The overall research design comparing model accuracy using environmental indicator variables and a variable set based on Flickr
metadata at a 5km2 grid cell resolution.

2. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology is shown in Fig. 1. As variables,
the models draw on 1) a reduced set of environmental indicators linked to visual concepts in the landscape aesthetics
literature [14] and 2) Flickr metadata including relative term
frequencies of the most and least scenic words.
2.1. Environmental indicator variables
Variable selection. We used four groups of indicator variables, each extracted using a 5km2 grid over GB: first, we
considered naturalness as an important visual factor because
of our innate biological need to affiliate with nature. Consequently, the percentage of ecosystem types was calculated,
representing different levels of naturalness. This produced an
initial set of 45 variables.
Visual scale is also a key driver of peoples’ aesthetic experience because of our evolutionary history as both predator and
prey. Thus, higher elevations and the possible refuge afforded
by elevation differences generate greater aesthetic appeal. To
reflect this, the difference in elevation in m was calculated.
In addition, complexity plays an important role because of
our physiological need to explore. To capture this, the Patch
Density Index (PDI), representing the number of continuous
ecosystem type patches, and the Shannon Diversity Index
(SDI) were calculated. SDI was calculated as:
SDI =

m
X

Pi · ln Pi ,

(1)

i=1

where m is the number of ecosystem types and Pi is the proportion of area covered by ecosystem type i.

The last indicator group captured uniqueness. A natural feature in the city can hold a much larger aesthetic value than in
more natural contexts. Conversely, unique cultural elements
in the landscape generate a similar effect. Thus, the number
of historical Points of Interest (POI), a single variable, and
the relative difference in percentage area of each ecosystem
type within 10km2 , an additional 45 variables, were also calculated.
Variable reduction: ecosystem variables that could be calculated for less than 100km2 (0.04% of the surface of GB) were
first removed. Second, a check for variable collinearity was
performed. The model accuracy effect of removing variables
with a correlation r ≥ 0.7 was measured and those with the
smallest effect were removed. A final set of 41 variables were
used to build a random forest (RF) regressor predicting scene
beauty for each grid cell covering GB.
2.2. Flickr metadata variables
Scenic / unscenic corpus: we constructed a corpus of words
from the text in Flickr images surrounding geo-located SoN
images rated for scenicness. A balanced 10% sample across
10 rating categories (1-10) was taken of SoN images with the
lowest variance in user ratings (each SoN image is rated by
several people, see next section). Text from the titles, tags
and descriptions of Flickr images within 500m of the SoN
images were extracted. Stopwords, html, numbers, punctuation and words shorter than three characters were removed
and made unique to each location. Local toponyms were removed using the OS Names API2 . The total SoN image location frequency, mean and standard deviation in scenicness
2 https://osdatahub.os.uk/docs/names/overview

was then calculated per word. The 100 most and least scenic
words occurring in at least 1% of SoN locations were then
extracted to compile the final corpus.
Variables: metadata was first reduced to one unique image
per user per day per grid cell. This was done to achieve a more
balanced set of user preferences. As a set of 200 variables
for a Flickr-based RF regressor, the term frequency–inverse
document frequency (tf-idf [15]) of words in the scenic /
unscenic corpus was then calculated per grid cell using the
unique words per intersecting Flickr image record.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
Three data sources were used to train the models: 1) a geotagged image dataset of landscape scenic beauty (or scenicness); 2) gridded and spatial feature datasets to calculate indicator variables, and 3) Flickr metadata records.
SoN images: SoN is a crowdsourcd dataset composed of
more than 120k geo-located ground images of GB, each one
labeled by volunteers with scores of scenic beauty. Per image,
we took the average in user votes. To generate the ground
truth for our experiments, the point coordinates of single SoN
images were mapped and assigned a 5km2 grid cell. A mean
scenicness rating was then calculated per cell. We randomly
split the grid cells into a 70% training, 10% validation and
20% test dataset using a 50km2 grid overlay to reduce spatial autocorrelation. Image coordinates and scenicness scores
were also used to extract the most scenic / unscenic words
from the metadata of nearby Flickr images (see Section 2.2).
Indicator variables: The ecosystem-related variables were
generated using the European Environment Agency (EEA)
ecosystem type map which uses the EUNIS (European Nature
Information System) habitat classification at 100m2 [16]. The
EU Digital Elevation Model (DEM) at 25m2 was used to calculate elevation difference [17] and OpenStreetMap (OSM)
provided the POI per grid cell.
Flickr metadata: We drew on Flickr image metadata composed of 9.8 million geo-located, outdoor images taken between 2004 and 2020 within the entire terrestrial area of GB.
The metadata were retrieved through the Flickr API using a
1km2 search grid. Indoor images were removed by applying
the pre-trained Places365-ResNet50 model3 and taking it’s binary indoor/outdoor predictions to filter out images related to
indoor scenes. Flickr image text consisted of the image title,
description and tags. The image content was not used.

Fig. 2: Mean and standard deviation in scenicness for the words
present in at least 1% of SoN locations in the Flickr text corpus.

Words with the highest scenicness are mostly nouns related
to well-known aesthetic landscape features such as ”mountains”, ”summit” and ”waterfall” as well as words related to
recreational activities such as ”hiking”. Conversely, the least
scenic words relate to the urban environment such as ”housing”, ”depot” and ”police”. The standard deviation shows that
the most scenic words are employed much more widely, not
just in very scenic environments.
Model accuracy results are reported in Table 1. Accuracy
on the test set is reported using R2 , root mean squared error (RMSE) and Kendall’s τ , a ranking correlation coefficient
between -1 (inverse correlation) and 1 (absolute correlation).
Figure 3 shows a spatial comparison between the SoN observed values and the predicted values of the indicator and
Flickr models as well as a combination RF model, trained
using both the indicator and Flickr-based variables. Taken individually, the Flickr-based model achieved a strong but less
powerful level of model accuracy versus the environmental
indicator model.
The Flickr model accuracy could be further improved
if variables were generated using Flickr imagery as well as
metadata, and we plan to explore this possibility in our future work. Still, the Flickr metadata-based variables enable
a greater level of model accuracy when combined with the
indicator model, providing the most accurate model of scenic
beauty, which includes individuals’ views of the landscape.
This model reaches an R2 of 0.829.
Table 1: Scenicness model accuracy results on the 5km2 grid test
set derived from SoN labels.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The mean and standard deviation in scenicness for the words
in the scenic / unscenic word corpus are shown in Figure 2.
3 https://github.com/CSAILVision/places365
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Fig. 3: Observed versus predicted values and inter-model comparisons on the Isle of Lewis, Scotland, using the indicator, Flickr and
combination models.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that both environmental indicator and social
media-based variables enable accurate models of landscape
aesthetics at national level. In combination, model accuracy is
further improved. Further research using Flickr should focus
on using the images in combination with metadata to capture
an even more accurate measure of landscape aesthetics.
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